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Next Run No: 1861
Date: 28th March 2016
Start: Crapstone War Memorial
On Down: Drake Manor Inn, Buckland Monachorum
Hares: Ernie, Bin Liner & Amy
Pugh, Pugh, Barney McGrew, Cuthbert, Dibble, Grub – that’s right this is the Pew
Tor Edition of the Hash Mag!!
It all started out with congratulations all round for the Father-to-be Ramraider! Looks he
won’t be getting much sleep for the months to come with all the children he is expecting
this time of year, someone has been very busy.
The hash itself went extremely well – we headed off in the general direction of the dust,
whether it was there or not is another thing entirely!
Only two of our number managed to do the whole route whilst the rest of us made such a
drastic short cut we missed half of it!
The hare got beaten back by those of us but he must have been befuddled by the alleged
appearance of Mars in the sky – but don’t worry Cannon Fodder set Russ Abbot straight.
Mars doesn't normally flash as it flies through the sky after all and the plane wasn’t really
red at all!
It would seem that astronomy really isn’t his forte.
A Virgin appeared! And no it wasn’t On All Fours, he’s been hanging around for ages.
Well he will be now, he’s back again everyone! Take cover!
On the subject of returns to the hash - Welcome back to Super Truncheon and
Truncheoness (did I spell that right?). they’ve reappeared after taking 16 years off and
returning with a brand new hasher!
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Several names for Alex (son of Super Truncheon and Truncheoness) were suggested:
1. Chokie
2. Gimp (Anal Vice was particularly fond of this one)
3. Handcuffs (Read as much into Raunchy and Chopper as you like with this
suggestion)
Please cast your votes for the above accordingly. Further suggestions are always
welcome.
COMMITTEE WARNING! Consider yourselves warned. Now is the time to be n your worst
behavior! They are hunting for victims to take their place! Don’t be fooled by them!
We’ve clearly already lost Hurricane to the temptation of power.
Will our Captain be made to walk the plank?
He’s been groomed for the take over and is even doing the Hash Hush. Or maybe he’s just
staging a Mutiny? Will our Captain stand for this?
Finally for any pirates looking for a date soon here is a little hand:
1. I'm just a love pirate lookin' for some booty.
2. You must be a pirate, because you can swash my buckle any day.
Hope you all had a fab Easter J
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